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Christian Crafts
Paper Plate
Animals Dec 13
2020 This book
includes 18
delightful animals,
an index of Bible
stories and animals
to use with them,
plus patterns for
Noah's Ark and
Bethlehem's stable.
The Big Book of
Kids Activities Oct
11 2020 500 Easy,
Creative and Fun
Activities That You
and Your Family
Will Love Never
again will you hear
the all-too-common
call of, “I’m bored!”
Whether you’re
making glow-in-thedark slime,
launching rocket
ships, conducting
backyard science
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experiments or
playing Family Four
Square, there are
super fun activities
for children aged 3
to 12. This
incredible
compilation of
bestselling kids’
activities books is
perfect for parents,
grandparents and
babysitters looking
for new ways to
entertain kids for
hours on end. Not
only are there great
group games and
crafts, but there are
also dozens of
learning games to
help kids brush up
on reading, writing
and math in a fun
and engaging way.
With outdoor and
indoor activities
plus tips for
adjusting each one
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according to your
child’s age, you’ll
have an almost
never-ending
supply of activities
that will keep your
children laughing
and learning—no
television needed.
Hoot and Peep Sep
29 2019 In the
night skies above
Paris, an adorable
young owl teaches
her older brother
about the power of
imagination—and
the unconditional
love between
siblings Hoot the
owl is very excited
for his little sister,
Peep, to join him on
the cathedral
rooftops. She's
finally old enough
to learn all his big
brother owly
wisdom:Online
First,Library
owls
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say hooo. Second,
they always say
hooo. Lastly, they
ONLY say hooo! But
why would Peep say
hooo when she
could say
schweeepty peep or
dingity dong? Why
would she speak
when she could
sing? As she
explores the
breathtaking
Parisian cityscape,
Peep discovers so
many inspiring
sights and
sounds—the ring of
cathedral bells, the
slap of waves on
stone—that she
can’t help but be
swept up in the
magic of it all. Hoot
doesn’t understand
Peep’s awe, until he
takes a pause to
listen . . . and
realizes that you're
never too old to
learn a little
something new.
From the beloved
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author/illustrator of
the classic picture
book Red Sled, this
gorgeous read
aloud celebrates
the wonder found in
little things—and in
the hearts of
dreamers, young
and old.
Big Chickens Jun
26 2019 Brimming
with silliness and
the kind of slapstick
humor small
children love, this
hilarious read-aloud
tells the story of
what happens when
four chickens run
away from a wolf
whos sneaking into
their coop. Full
color.
The Very Greedy
Bee Jul 28 2019
MINE! That's what
the very greed bee
says to anyone who
asks him to share.
While all the other
bees work hard to
clean the hive and
make honey, the
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very greedy bee
spends all of his
time gobbling
pollen and guzzling
nectar. One day he
finds a meadow full
of flowers and
decides not to tell
anyone. He spends
the entire day
buzzing from flower
to flower
until...THUMP. The
very greedy bee is
so full that he
cannot fly! It's
getting dark and he
doesn't know how
to get home unless
he flies. With the
help of some new
found friends the
very greedy bee is
able to return to his
hive and has
learned that it's
best to work with
others and share
what you have.
I Am Not a Paper
Plate! Jan 02 2020
Make a
stegosaurus, a
Online
Library
lighthouse
window,
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or a weather
forecaster out of
paper plates! Stepby-step instructions
guide young craftlovers in making
original creations.
Readers can
construct
imaginative
projects while they
recycle!
Mister Seahorse
Apr 16 2021 When
Mrs. Seahorse lays
her eggs, she does
it on Mr. Seahorse's
belly! She knows he
will take good care
of them. While he
swims waiting for
the eggs to hatch,
he meets some
other underwater
fathers caring for
their babies: Mr.
Tilapia, who carries
his babies in his
mouth; Mr. Kurtus,
who keeps his on
his head; and Mr.
Catfish, who is
baby-sitting his
young hatchlings.
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Eric Carle has done
it again, with
astonishingly
beautiful collage
illustrations and a
story that
introduces the very
young to the
wonders of aquatic
life . . . and some
very special
daddies. A "hide
and seek" feature
with acetate
overlays adds a
colorful surprise.
There Was an Old
Lady Who
Swallowed a Bat!
Jul 20 2021 This
spooky twist on the
wildly popular
"There Was an Old
Lady who
Swallowed a Fly" is
perfect for fun
Halloween
reading!What won't
this old lady
swallow? This time
around, a bat, an
owl, a cat, a ghost,
a goblin, some
bones, and a wizard
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are all on the menu!
This Halloweenthemed twist on the
classic "little old
lady" books will
delight and
entertain all brave
readers who dare to
read it!
Paper Plate Art
Aug 28 2019 This
wonderful resource
contains many fun
and easy craft ideas
for toys, games,
decorations, and
useful items which
can all be made by
children working
alone or in groups.
Paper plates and
bowls are ideal
materials for
successful art
projects and
arevery
inexpensive. They
provide a surface
on which to paint;
they can be easily
cut; their circular
form provides an
ideal shape for
Online Library
many projects.
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Children will enjoy
making things from
paper plates and
bowls for holidays,
parties, and
celebrations -or any
occasion that calls
for fun. Most
importantly,
children will be
thrilled with the
ease in which the
crafts can be
constructed and
pleased with the
results of their
handiwork.
The Surprise
Garden May 06
2020 After sowing
unmarked seeds,
three youngsters
wait expectantly for
their garden to
grow.
The Artful Parent
Mar 16 2021 Bring
out your child’s
creativity and
imagination with
more than 60 artful
activities in this
completely revised
and updated edition
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Art making is a
wonderful way for
young children to
tap into their
imagination,
deepen their
creativity, and
explore new
materials, all while
strengthening their
fine motor skills
and developing selfconfidence. The
Artful Parent has all
the tools and
information you
need to encourage
creative activities
for ages one to
eight. From setting
up a studio space in
your home to
finding the best art
materials for
children, this book
gives you all the
information you
need to get started.
You’ll learn how to:
* Pick the best
materials for your
child’s age and
learn to make your
very own * Prepare
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art activities to ease
children through
transitions, engage
the most energetic
of kids, entertain
small groups, and
more * Encourage
artful living through
everyday activities
* Foster a love of
creativity in your
family
Praise God with a
Paper Plate Feb
24 2022 This
bestselling resource
contains more than
50 fun and creative
craft ideas. While
learning about
favorite Bible
stories, children
can make animals,
wall hangings,
masks, games,
mobiles, and more-all using paper
plates. These ideas
are great for
Sunday school, day
school, home
school, or
babysitting.
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Rainbow Aug 09
2020 Follow Little
White Arch on his
journey as he
wonders what his
color could be.
Along the way he
meets many
colorful characters
who help him
realize the answer.
A playful story
about kindness,
acceptance, and
openness that
celebrates how we
are not defined by
one, but many
wonderful
characteristics.
I Know an Old
Lady Who
Swallowed a Pie
May 18 2021 An old
woman gobbles up
all the food in an
enormous
Thanksgiving
dinner, to the
amazement of those
around her.
Gilbert Goldfish
Wants a Pet Jun 06
2020 Gilbert has
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almost everything
his fishy heart
could desire: a
castle, a chest filled
with treasure, and
food that falls from
the sky. But there's
one BIG thing
missing from his
life: a pet. And so
begins Gilbert's
harrowing search
for the perfect
fishbowl companion
- a search filled
with loud barking,
quiet buzzing, and
one giant
whiskered surprise!
With snappy,
rhythmic text and
the most irresistible
goldfish in picture
book history, this
tale of fish woe and
triumph will make
readers long for a
pet as lovable as
Gilbert. Watch a
Video
Tiger in My Soup
Jan 14 2021 Left in
the care of his older
sister, a boy begs
6/13

her to read his
favorite book, but
she is too absorbed
in her own reading
even to notice when
a tiger comes to life
in the steam from
his soup.
Narwhal: Unicorn
of the Sea! (A
Narwhal and Jelly
Book #1) Aug 21
2021 A New York
Times Bestselling
series “Hilarious
and charming. The
most lovable duo
since Frog and
Toad.” —NYTbestselling creator
of the Dog Man and
Captain Underpants
series, Dav Pilkey
Narwhal is a happygo-lucky narwhal.
Jelly is a nononsense jellyfish.
The two might not
have a lot in
common, but they
do they love
waffles, parties and
adventures. Join
Library
NarwhalOnline
and Jelly
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as they discover the
whole wide ocean
together. A
wonderfully silly
early graphic novel
series featuring
three stories. In the
first, Jelly learns
that Narwhal is a
really good friend.
Then Narwhal and
Jelly form their own
pod of
awesomeness with
their ocean friends.
And finally,
Narwhal and Jelly
read the best book
ever -- even though
it doesn't have any
words...or pictures!
Ben Clanton
showcases the joys
of friendship, the
benefits of working
together and the
power of
imagination in the
delightful Narwhal:
Unicorn of the Sea.
Good Day, Good
Night Oct 03 2022
A never-beforepublished picture
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book from Margaret
Wise Brown, the
bestselling author
of Goodnight Moon,
brought to life by
Loren Long, #1
New York Times
bestselling
illustrator.
Happy Birthday,
Mouse! Sep 02
2022 Join Mouse
from If You Give a
Mouse a Cookie as
he celebrates his
birthday with the
perfect treat!
Little Ewe Nov 04
2022 Little Ewe
would rather jump
on logs and
investigate spider
webs than follow
the shepherd when
he calls. But what
happens when she
gets lost? How will
she find her way
home? Told in
whimsical rhyme,
this humorous
counting book for
our littlest ones is a
delightful reminder
7/13

that, like a loving
parent, our
Shepherd will find
us and care for us,
even when we
wander from the
path. In Little Ewe:
The Story of One
Lost Sheep, awardwinning author
Laura Sassi and
illustrator Tommy
Doyle tell an
endearing tale of a
distracted sheep
and her persistent
shepherd, inspired
by the Parable of
the Lost Sheep in
Luke 15.
Have You Seen My
Cat? Oct 30 2019 A
young boy
encounters all sorts
of cats while
searching for the
one he lost.
A Plump and Perky
Turkey Jul 08 2020
Plump And Perky
Turkey is a
Marshall Cavendish
publication.
Library
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Makes a Friend Feb
01 2020 This book
in the Scaredy
Squirrel series
shows our nutty
hero making a
friend. Scaredy
finds that
friendship is well
worth the risks —
and the risks are
considerable!
Pinkalicious and
the Flower Fairy
Jun 18 2021
Celebrate spring
with Pinkalicious!
#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Victoria Kann
brings young
readers a
Pinkalicious I Can
Read adventure
about flowers and
the power of
imagination.
Pinkalicious is
absolutely positive
that a flower fairy
will visit her
garden. After all,
flower fairies love
pink, and so does
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Pinkalicious! When
Pinkalicious
transforms her
garden into a pink
wonderland, will it
entice the flower
fairy to visit?
Pinkalicious and the
Flower Fairy is a
Level One I Can
Read book, which
means it’s perfect
for children
learning to sound
out words and
sentences. Whether
shared at home or
in a classroom, the
short sentences,
familiar words, and
simple concepts of
Level One books
support success for
children eager to
start reading on
their own. Readers
can watch
Pinkalicious and
Peterrific on the
funtastic PBS Kids
TV series
Pinkalicious &
Peterrific!
Paper Plate
8/13

Christian Crafts,
Grades K - 3 Oct
23 2021 More than
50 games, crafts,
and toys using
simple paper plates
teach major stories
from the Bible in a
fun and meaningful
way. Each activity
includes a minilesson, Scripture
reference, and
related verse
There Was an Old
Lady Who
Swallowed Some
Books! Feb 12
2021 There was an
old lady who's
ready for
school!That lovely
old lady has
returned just in
time for the first
day of school. Now
she's swallowing
items to make the
very best of her
first day back. And
just in time for the
bus... With rhyming
text and funny
Onlinethis
Library
illustrations,
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lively version of the
classic song will
appeal to young
readers with every
turn of the page--a
fun story for the
first day of school!
Creating Really
Awesome Free
Things May 30
2022 100 kidfriendly projects
from the creator of
C.R.A.F.T.! Get
ready for some
serious family fun!
Filled with 100 fun
crafts, Creating
Really Awesome
Free Things helps
you develop your
child's creativity,
imagination, and
fine motor skills--all
while using
common household
items. Each budgetfriendly project
features step-bystep instructions
and keeps kids
entertained,
engaged, and
learning all day
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long. You and your
children will love
recreating one-of-akind crafts like:
Memory Game Egg
Carton Flowers Key
Wind Chime Ring
Toss Lion Mask
Complete with
photographs for
every project,
Creating Really
Awesome Free
Things promotes
hours of playtime
fun with the entire
family!
Snakes Mar 04
2020 Rich content
and beautiful
photos examine the
habitat, diet, and
characteristics of
various types of
snakes.
A House That Once
Was Dec 01 2019
The dynamic duo of
Ezra Jack Keats
Award–winning
author Julie
Fogliano and
Caldecott
Award–winning
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illustrator Lane
Smith team up to
tell a delightful
story about a boy
and a girl who
explore an
abandoned house
and imagine who
might have lived
there in A House
That Once Was.
Little Kid Paper
Plate Crafts Aug
01 2022 Parents,
grandparents, and
child care providers
looking for great
craft ideas to do
with children at
home or in the
classroom, will find
a wealth of fun,
easy-to-do, ageappropriate, and
craft projects.
Rainbow
Chameleon Dec 25
2021 An interactive
spin-the-wheel and
pull-the-tab book all
about color. This
adorable board
book is filled with
Onlineand
Library
bright colors
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interactive
surprises for little
hands. Will the
rainbow chameleon
blend in, or stand
out? Spin the wheel
and pull the tabs of
this sturdy book to
change the
chameleon’s colors.
Rainbow
Chameleon changes
colors in order to
hide from a snake,
a wolf, and a
crocodile. But
sometimes he also
has to change color
in order to be
noticed—especially
when a new friend
who he wants to
impress enters the
picture. This
playful, hands-on
journey features
color dials and pulltabs perfect for
toddlers. The
beautiful, lively
illustrations and
engaging story
make for a book
that kids will want
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to read again and
again.
Action ART Apr 28
2022 Action Art:
Hands-On Active
Art Adventures is A
Collection of Over
100 Active HandsOn Art Experiences
for Children 2-12,
Full of Adventure,
Movement, and
Discovery. FOR
SCHOOLS •
HOMESCHOOLS •
MUSEUMS•
LIBRARIES •
CHILDCARE •
HOME Shelving:
ART ACTIVITIES •
EDUCATION •
PARENTING Over
100 action-packed
art activities bring
discovery and
adventurous
creativity to
children's art
experiences that
will delight and
challenge kids of all
ages. Each childtested art activity is
grouped into
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engaging action
categories
including:
1.Smacking •
Squeezing •
Tapping 2.Rolling •
Spinning •
Swinging 3.Blowing
• Exploding •
Smooshing 4.Tools
• Toys • Utensils
5.Up • Down • All
Around Full color
photographs
highlight all
activities including
painting,
photography,
collage and
sculpture, each
with helpful icons
indicating levels for
both children and
adults. Action Art
experiences are
built on the
knowledge that art
for children is a
creative process
and not just a
finished product.
MaryAnn Kohl is
famous around the
world forOnline Library
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encouraging
children to
experience creative
art exploration best
known as "process
art". Action Art
offers 5 chapters of
exciting and
adventurous
creative art
activities, all with
surprise outcomes,
including - Blowing
Glitter, Dancing
Blottos, Bubble
Wrap, Boot Walk,
Clear Color Squish
51 Things to
Make with Paper
Plates Nov 23 2021
Crafty Makes is
perfect for those
with a creative,
crafty streak eager
to put their skills to
task on recyclable
materials in the
home. Perfect
activities for parent
and child to create
together. The 51
projects feature a
well-balanced mix
of techniques,
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materials, colours
and styles for a
range of ages. With
the easy-to-follow
guidance in this
book, you can
make: a dragon, a
hot-air balloon, a
lion mask, a
snowman and a
barking dog hand
puppet.
Are You a Ladybug?
Sep 09 2020
Introduces the life
cycle of a ladybug,
showing how it
changes from an
egg to an adult
ladybug.
Snappsy the
Alligator (Did Not
Ask to Be in This
Book) Apr 04 2020
Snappsy the
alligator is having a
normal day when a
pesky narrator
steps in to spice up
the story. Is
Snappsy reading a
book ... or is he
making CRAFTY
plans? Is Snappsy
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on his way to the
grocery store ... or
is he PROWLING
the forest for
defenseless birds
and fuzzy bunnies?
Is Snappsy
innocently shopping
for a party ... or is
he OBSESSED with
snack foods that
start with the letter
P? What's the
truth? Snappsy the
Alligator (Did Not
Ask to Be in This
Book) is an
irreverent look at
storytelling,
friendship, and
creative
differences, perfect
for fans of Mo
Willems.
Face to Face with
Lions Sep 21 2021
Offers a close-up
look at lions
through
photographs and
text that explore
their territory, diet,
physcial
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behavior, as well as
the threat that
humans pose to
them.
Chester Raccoon
and the Acorn
Full of Memories
Jan 26 2022
Chester Raccoon's
good friend Skiddel
Squirrel has had an
accident and will
not be returning ever. Chester is
upset that he won't
get to play with his
friend anymore.
Mrs. Raccoon
suggests that
Chester and his
friends create some
memories of
Skiddel, so that
they will have good
memories when
they miss him.
Chester, his brother
Ronny, and their
friends decide to
gather at the pond,
where they combine
their memories and
create a touching
celebration of their
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friend's life. Many
young children
must face the loss
of loved ones or the
need to attend a
funeral. This sweet
story will help
children to
understand the
positive purpose
behind memorial
services and how
"making memories"
can provide cheer
and comfort when
missing an absent
loved one.
Click, Clack, Moo
Mar 28 2022 The
quirky, hilarious
farmyard tale that
started it all from
New York Times
bestselling duo of
Doreen Cronin and
Betsy Lewin! Now
the inspiration for a
new Christmas
special, CLICK,
CLACK, MOO:
Christmas on the
Farm. Farmer
Brown has a
problem. His cows
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like to type. All day
long he hears “
Click, clack, moo.
Click, clack, moo.
Click, clack, moo. ”
But Farmer
Brown’s problems
get bigger when his
cows start leaving
him notes! Listen in
on the fun as a
bunch of literate
cows turn Farmer
Brown’s farm
upside down!
Three Hens and a
Peacock Nov 11
2020 A hilarious
read-aloud favorite
about some foolish
farm animals who
decide to trade
roles—and discover
just how hard it is
to do someone
else's job, from
award-winning
author Lester L.
Laminack and
celebrated
illustrator Henry
Cole. The Tuckers'
farm is a peaceful
Online Library
place where
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everyone has a job
and no one
complains. That is,
until a hapless
peacock falls off the
back of a passing
truck and stirs
things up. Soon,
customers are
flocking to the farm
to see what all the
fuss is about. But
the hens don't like
the newcomer
getting attention
while they do all
the hard work.
When a wise old
hound sees the
problem, he helps
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orchestrate a job
swap. What follows
is the riotous tale of
three hens who get
in way over their
feathered heads,
and one very
distressed peacock
who just can't
figure out how to
lay an egg. Lester
L. Laminack has
created a comical
look at envy,
finding your
strength, and what
happens when we
underestimate the
value of others'
work. Henry Cole's
delightful
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illustrations
heighten the story's
humor and will
have readers of all
ages laughing out
loud.
Paper Plate Bible
Crafts Jun 30 2022
'Paper Plate Bible
Crafts' uses simple
craft projects to
help reinforce
biblical storytelling.
The easy-to-do
projects all use
readily available
materials and
encourage children
to create unique
projects.
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